PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT OR ENHANCEMENT

Security Program Review

Has a new executive questioned your program compared to his/her previous company’s? Has your organization gone through or about to go through a merger and need to combine elements of two programs? Do you feel there is a misalignment between Security’s current program and senior management’s perception of what security should be providing?

It’s crucial to get an unbiased and practitioner-experienced assessment of your program to better ascertain how others see it and where there is room for improvement or innovation.

How can SEC help?

• Conduct business stakeholder interviews and analysis.
• Conduct Security staff interviews and analysis.
• Develop and execute peer benchmarks.
• Perform current or emerging trend research.
• Create a communication vehicle to report findings and/or recommended course of action.

Transformation

A security program that is in tune with the organization’s goals and is optimally resourced.

The Security Executive Council (SEC) is the only research and advisory firm that specializes in corporate security and is comprised of former security executives – we understand the issues and work to solve obstacles to success.

To learn more about Internal Security Program Review or other ways we can collaborate with you, please contact us at contact@secleader.com

HOW OTHERS HAVE BENEFITTED FROM THIS SOLUTION

SEC’s process has helped clients:

• Gain operational cost savings.
• Achieve better connectivity and accountability at all locations & facilities.
• Secure additional funding or headcount.
• Eliminate redundancies & clarify functional lead for specific security services.